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African American genealogical research presents some unique challenges for most researchers. 
Often creative approaches and new ideas enable us to break through barriers and make the 
discoveries we are hoping for. No two cases are the same. There is no cookie cutter approach  
that will work for every research problem or even every family. Open-mindedness and flexibility 
are the key to success. 

We will consider three topics: Getting Back to Africa, Breaking the 1900-1880 barrier, and Using 
Periodicals to help solve research problems. Many of these approaches are innovative and some 
of them might even seem crazy. But they might work. 

PART 1—GETTING BACK TO AFRICA 

For many of us of a certain age, January 1977  found us glued to the television as we watched 
Roots1, a television mini-series based on Alex Haley’s book, Roots: The Saga of an American 
Family2.  The series told the story of Kunta Kinte, a free African man who was captured by slave 
traders and sold into slavery in Virginia. As many of us, both Black and White, sat enthralled by 
the story, we began to wonder if it might be possible to trace our own families back through the 
generations and across the Atlantic Ocean. 

Haley’s genealogical research has been shown to rely too heavily on oral tradition and much of 
his analysis has been proven to be faulty.3 Most experts believe that Haley actually managed to 
find his family’s ancestral home even though the genealogy was faulty because the family had 
remembered certain words: Kamby Bolongo (the Gambia River) and Ko (Kora, a stringed 
musical instrument).  

Most of us, however, do not realize we have a family tradition of names of objects and places 
from our ancestral homelands. Might there be other techniques and ideas that might aid us in 
jumping across the ocean?  

The answer is a definite yes. Not only can DNA provide an answer, but also other techniques 
including migration patterns and research. Let us consider each of them in turn. 
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DNA 
A number of companies provide DNA testing and offer a variety of services. For genealogical 
research the two most widely used are AncestryDNA and Family Tree DNA.  
 The most common type of test is Autosomal. This test looks across and individual’s DNA 

from all of his or her ancestors. It can connect you with cousins, and will also reveal in a 
general way where in the world your ancestors came from. All of the testing companies 
provide this test. 

 The Y-DNA reaches back through the paternal line (father’s, father’s, father’s etc.). Only 
males can take this test because only men have a Y chromosome.  Y-DNA testing is only 
available through Family Tree DNA. 

 The mtDNA test does the same thing but through the maternal line (mother’s, mother’s, 
mother’s etc.). Both men and women can take this test. mtDNA testing is only available  
through Family Tree DNA.  

 
 MIGRATION PATTERNS 
The movement of people from place to place, whether voluntary or otherwise, often appears 
random. Typically, it is not. Our objective as researchers is to identify the reasons people move 
from place to place. If we can discover the reasons, we can discover the pattern. Once the 
pattern is identified we can trace it back and identify where individuals most likely originated.  

African Americans (or their ancestors) have experienced six significant migrations. The first is 
the notorious ”Middle Passage” where they were brought from Africa against their will to the 
Americas.  

The second, often called the “Second Middle Passage,” occurred when American slave owners 
moved south and west or more often, sold their enslaved people south and west. This, 
unfortunately, resulted in the  separation  of many families on an auction block. 

After the Civil War, many newly freed African Americans relocated. Their goal might have been 
to reunite with lost relatives, to try to make a better life for themselves, or perhaps just to get 
away from the places where they had been enslaved. These moves tended to be to cities near or 
in the south such as St. Louis, Memphis, Baltimore, or Cincinnati. 

The “Great  Migration” occurred between 1916 and 1930. This was a voluntary migration. With 
any voluntary migration you can expect both a push and a pull. In this case the push came from 
Jim Crow and lack of real opportunities in the south. The pull was the hope of jobs in the 
industrial cities of the north. During this time many African Americans left their homes in the 
south for the promise of places like Chicago, Detroit, Cleveland, Pittsburgh, Philadelphia, and 
New York. 

The “Second Great Migration” occurred between 1940 and 1970. This period again saw the push 
of Jim Crow and the pull of jobs an opportunities elsewhere. During this time many more 
African American Families left the South and headed north or  west to places like Los Angeles, 
San Francisco, and Seattle. 

Since 1970 what is called the “New Great Migration” is underway. As jobs in the industrial cities 
began to disappear. Like everyone else, African Americans began moving south. Typically this 
movement has been to southern cities such as Atlanta, Jacksonville, Dallas, or Houston. Moving 
south, in most cases, does not mean a return to rural Mississippi, Arkansas, or Alabama. 
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Because of these migrations, tracing a family becomes like trying to trace a single thread of 
spaghetti on a plate in an Italian restaurant. If your ancestors moved after the Civil War, you are 
likely as far removed from the place they left as mid-19th century German or Irish immigrants 
might be from their original homeland. If they came north during the Great Migration, you are 
as chronologically removed as the Italians and Eastern Europeans who came to the US during 
that same period. But there is a difference. Your ancestors have been here longer. When you 
trace back to Louisiana, Mississippi, or Alabama, you are still a long way from your origins. 

Or are you? It turns out that if you can trace your ancestors back to the 1880 Census, and you 
can find one or more of them whose parents came from another state, Maryland, Virginia, North 
Carolina, or South Carolina, you might be able to use the statistics on the Trans Atlantic Slave 
Trade Database4 to determine, at least in a macro way their African place of origin. 

If your ancestors were brought to Virginia or Maryland, for example, their most likely African 
origins are either the Senegambia (modern day Senegal or Gambia), the Bight of Biafra (modern 
Nigeria), or West Central Africa (modern Congo or Angola). A variety of factors determined 
where people were captured and where they were subsequently enslaved. These factors include 
which European country controlled which area in Africa, but also the particular skills the 
Africans in a particular region might have. 

RESEARCH 
If you study the 1880 US Census, you will determine that 961 of the enumerated people give 
their birth place as Africa. In the 1870 US Census, that number jumps to 1789 people. That 
doesn’t sound like many until you consider their potential number of descendants. By 1975 those 
few people potentially had 0ver 32 million living descendants.5 In 1980 the US Census Bureau 
reported 26,495,025  African Americans in the country. Statistically, every African American 
should find at least one of these people somewhere in their ancestry. Of course, statistics will 
also tell us that if you put you head in the oven and your feet in the freezer on average you will 
be comfortable. 
 
PART 2—BREAKING THE 1900—1880 BARRIER 
 
For many people, the loss of the 1890 US Census creates roadblocks and difficulties. Jumping 
back  twenty years instead of the normal ten creates problems in the best of circumstances. For 
African American researchers the difficulties are often greater. 

During the years between 1880 and 1900 most African American families were in a state of flux. 
People were searching for lost relatives. They were determining their surnames. They were in 
many cases moving around looking for better opportunities. They were doing all of this in a 
region of the country that was still recovering economically and physically from the Civil War.  
All of these things make them difficult to find. 
 
One option might be to study their entire 1900 community. Which of their neighbors were born 
in the same state? Is there any evidence of a chain migration? Only rarely, even today, do people 
move as single individuals. By studying the entire community, you can sometimes reveal the 
origin of an entire group. 
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Part 3—Periodicals 
 
Historical and genealogical societies all around the world often produce quarterly or other 
publications. They can be a great resource for genealogical research and yet they are often 
overlooked by researchers. 
 
In many cases the societies publish records such as probate indexes or transcriptions of wills or 
court records in their journal, rather than online or in a book. The other type of journal article 
you can often find features an individual writing about how he or she solved a particular 
problem in his/her research. While the specific case may not apply to your research, perhaps 
you can apply the methods developed to solve one of your own research problems. 
 
Conclusions 
 
Sometimes, a little creativity in our research can make a huge difference between whether  we 
break down a brick wall or not. We have looked at a few new ideas, perhaps some of them will 
provide insights for your research. 
 
 
 
NOTES: 

1. Blinn, William, Roots. David L. Wolper Production, DVD Video , 30th anniversary ed., Burbank, CA : 
Warner Home Video, 2011. Call no. DVD Roots 

2. Haley, Alex, Roots: The Saga of an American Family. Boston, MA: Da Capo Press,  2014. Call no.      R 
929.20973 H168R and 929.20973 H168R 

3. See Mills, Elizabeth Shown and Gary B. Mills, “The Genealogist’s Assessment of Alex Haley’s Roots.” 
National Genealogical Society Quarterly, 72 (March 1984): 35-49.  (Can also be accessed online at 
Elizabeth Shown Mills, Historic Pathways (http://www.HistoricPathways.com). 

4. Trans Atlantic Slave Trade Database, http://www.slavevoyages.org/. Accessed 1 February 2018. 

5. Assumes 25 years per generation, 4 descendants per generation, and three generations alive at any 
given time. 
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